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After recognition that debris flows co-occur with human activities, the next step in a hazards analysis involves
estimating debris-flowprobability. Prior research published in this journal in 2010 used varnishmicrolamination
(VML) dating to determine a minimum occurrence of 5 flows per century over the last 8100 years in a small
mountain range of South Mountain adjacent to neighborhoods of Phoenix, Arizona. This analysis led to the con-
clusion that debrisflows originating in smallmountain ranges in arid regions like the SonoranDesert could pose a
hazard. Twomajor precipitation events in the summer of 2014 generated 35 debris flows in the same study area
of South Mountain—providing support for the importance of probability analysis as a key step in a hazards anal-
ysis inwarm desert settings. Two distinctmechanisms generated the 2014 debris flows: intense precipitation on
steep slopes in the first storm; and a firehose effect whereby runoff from the second stormwas funneled rapidly
by cleaned-out debris-flowchutes to remobilize Pleistocene debris-flowdeposits.When compared to a global da-
tabase on debris flows, the 2014 stormswere among themost intense to generate desert debris flows— indicat-
ing that storms of lesser intensity are capable of generating debris flows in warm desert settings. The 87Sr/86Sr
analyses of fines and clasts in South Mountain debris flows of different ages reveal that desert dust supplies
the fines. Thus, wetter climatic periods of intense rock decay are not needed to resupply desert slopes with
fines; instead, a combination of dust deposition supplying fines and dirt cracking generating coarse clasts can
re-arm chutes in a warm desert setting with abundant dust.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A debris-flow hazard analysis starts with recognition that debris
flows could occur near the built environment (Jakob and Hungr,
2005). This first step is then followed by estimation of debris-flowprob-
ability (Jakob, 2005; Hürlimann et al., 2006; Miller and Burnett, 2008)
using different strategies such as modeling (Miller and Burnett, 2008;
De Paola et al., 2015; Gartner et al., 2015), rainfall probability analysis
(Lee et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2016), or empirical approaches employing
dating techniques to reconstruct past occurrences such as
dendrogeomorphology (Butler et al., 1987; Tichavský and Šilhán,
2015), radiocarbon (Sewell et al., 2015), historical photographs
(Dietrich et al., 2016), and cosmogenic nuclides (Fuchs et al., 2015).

Although debris flows commonly occur in arid and semiarid regions
(Hooke, 1967; Yair and Klein, 1973; Blair and McPherson, 2009), haz-
ards research on debris flows tends to focus in wetter regions (Jakob
and Hungr, 2005). Still, as urban centers in drylands expand against
mountains, debris flows are increasingly recognized as potential haz-
ards in deserts (Webb et al., 2013) such as Argentina (Moreiras,
2006), Chile (Sepulveda et al., 2006), China (Zhou et al., 2016), India
(Stolle et al., 2015), Iran (Beaumont, 1972), Pakistan (Shaw, 2015),
and rural settings such as farmed terraces in a wide variety of arid and
semiarid settings globally (Arnáez et al., 2015).

In the Sonoran Desert, however, the guide to geological hazards for
homebuyers in Arizona, USA, reflects the general perception that debris
flows are remnants wetter glacial conditions (Melton, 1965) and not
relevant to a Sonoran desert setting with rare and sporadic rainfall
(Harris and Pearthree, 2002). This perception did change, though,
after a major 2006 precipitation event generated debris flows reaching
the doorstep of Tucson (Youberg et al., 2008), AZ — leading to the
view debris flowsmight be an underappreciated hazard in southern Ar-
izona (Pearthree et al., 2007).

In this context of uncertainty as to the potential for debris flows as a
geomorphological hazard in urban settings in the Sonoran Desert, chro-
nometric data from varnish microlaminations (VML) assessed the min-
imum occurrences of debris flows on the north side of the Ma Ha Tuak
range of SouthMountain, Sonoran Desert, bordering Phoenix AZ; amin-
imum of 5 debris flows per century occurred over the last 8100 years
(Dorn, 2010). Further analyses revealed that a potential hazard exists
for homes underneath debris-flow chutes on debris-flow deposits
(Dorn, 2012; Moore et al., 2012).

A few years after publication (Dorn, 2010, 2012; Moore et al., 2012),
two major precipitation events took place in 2014 only 27 days apart in
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Fig. 1. South Mountain placed in the context of the shaded area of the Sonoran Desert,
Arizona, USA.
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the same Phoenix, AZ, study area of South Mountain. An intense sum-
mer thunderstorm event occurred on 12 August (Flood Control
District of Maricopa County, 2014a), followed by a long-duration
soaking by hurricane moisture on 8 September 2014 (Flood Control
District of Maricopa County, 2014b). These storms generated 35 debris
flows at South Mountain. This paper explores this warm desert case
study where determining the past occurrences of debris flows func-
tionedwell as a tool to predict debris-flow hazards on small arid moun-
tain slopes next to urbanization.

This paper also presents new VML data to facilitate a comparison of
the timing of prior debris flows from the same small catchments that
failed in 2014. This comparison highlights the need for multiple study
sites to understand debris-flow prior occurrence in small desert ranges
because different basins in the same range may have different
paleodebris flow ages. Thus, compiling data from multiple basins pro-
vides a more comprehensive picture of paleodebris flow events that
can then be used to understand probability of occurrence.
Fig. 2. South-east looking view of South Mountain and surrounding neighborhoods of Phoenix
(Xm)with a small pocket of Proterozoic granites (Xg). Debris flows dominate hillslope transpor
flows occurred in the Gila and Ma Ha Tuak ranges of South Mountain. The base image is used
2. Field area

SouthMountain stretches ~29 km in length and is a city preserve lo-
cated in the Sonoran Desert within the city boundaries of Phoenix, AZ
(Fig. 1). South Phoenix, Laveen, andAwahtukee neighborhoods of Phoe-
nix border this metamorphic core complex (Fig. 2). The western half
consists mainly of Precambrian gneiss (Xm in Fig. 2), while the eastern
portion consists of mid-Tertiary plutonic lithologies (Tg in Fig. 2). South
Mountain originated from crustal extension after the Mesozoic Sevier
and Laramide orogenies (Nations and Stump, 1981; Coney and Harms,
1984; Holt et al., 1986). South Mountain’s uplift ended ~8–14 Ma ago
(Spencer, 1984; Reynolds, 1985).

Debris flows dominate sediment transport on the steep (Fig. 3)
gneissic slopes of the Ma Ha Tuak and Gila Ranges. Evidence comes in
the form of a series of debris-chutes and levees (Dorn, 2010) that
form the debris-flow fans upon which homes are built (Dorn, 2012;
Moore et al., 2012). A likely reason why the granitic eastern half of
South Mountain (Tg in Fig. 2) does not generally produce debris flows
is the way that granitic rocks decay to grus (Seong et al., 2016) that is
transported by overland flow (Dorn, 2015). In contrast, the gneissic
western ranges at South Mountain break apart through dirt cracking
(Dorn, 2011) into boulders that are transported by mass wasting pro-
cesses such as rock fall, small landslides, and debris flows (Dorn, 2010).

The climate and vegetation of SouthMountain is typical of the Sono-
ranDesert, USA. Annual precipitation averages 208mmand is evenly di-
vided between winter and monsoon maxima. Winter rainfall comes
from Pacific low-pressure systems. Summer rainfall derives from sum-
mer thunderstorms during the July–September monsoon season
where air masses come from the Gulfs of Mexico and California,

3. Debris-flow triggering rain events

The 12 August 2014 precipitation event that generated debris flows
was an Arizona monsoon thunderstorm, where the triggering mecha-
nism was an inverted trough from Baja California. The Arizona State
Climatologist's rain gauge at South Mountain measured 26 mm in
10 min, 68 mm in 50min and 86mm in 100min translating into inten-
sities of 154, 81, and 51 mm/h (Dr. Nancy Selover, Arizona State Clima-
tologist, personal communication, 2014). An initial analysis of radar
revealed South Mountain to have been the focus of the most intense
precipitation of this thunderstorm (Flood Control District of Maricopa
County, 2014a).

The 8 September 2014 event that also generated debris flows was a
different type of storm. Moisture from Hurricane Norbert soaked Phoe-
nix, AZ, for over 4 h and produced more total precipitation for South
Mountain than the 12 August (Flood Control District of Maricopa
County, 2014b). Intensities during 8 September, however, were much
, AZ. The study area rests in the western portion consisting mostly of Proterozoic gneisses
t in the gneisses, while grus transport dominates the eastern granitic hillslopes. The debris
following permission guidelines for Google Earth.



Fig. 3. Debris-flow chutes and levees occur on the steepest slopes of the Ma Ha Tuak and Gila ranges of South Mountain that experienced debris flows in 2014.
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less (Flood Control District of Maricopa County, 2014b) with the
greatest being 36 mm in 25 min (87 mm/h). Another 68 mm then
soaked the range over the next 285min (14mm/h)where precipitation
intensities occasionally exceeded 30mm/h, but only for 5min at a time.

4. Methods

4.1. Field observations

Field surveys after the 12 August and 8 September 2014 events in-
volved the identification of debris-flow chutes and deposits. Debris
flows were distinguished from shallow landslides on the basis of such
features as levees, lobes, and boulder trains. These surveys involved tra-
versing the crests, slopes and perimeters of the Guadalupe, Ma Ha Tuak,
and Gila ranges after both events.

4.2. Age estimation of paleodebris flows by varnish microlaminations

Cosmogenic nuclide dating has become a generally preferred geo-
morphic datingmethod (Phillips et al., 2016). However, cosmogenic nu-
clides can experience problems associated with the prior exposure
histories of clasts transported from desert slopes to positions on alluvial
fans (Nishiizumi et al., 1993; Duhnforth et al., 2007; Frankel et al.,
2007a, 2007b; Oskin et al., 2007; Machette et al., 2008; Owen et al.,
2011; Fenton and Pelletier, 2013; Ivy-Ochs et al., 2013). In the South
Mountain field setting, each debris flow clast could potentially experi-
ence a different history of (i) exposure prior to bedrock detachment,
(ii) exposure in the upper meter as colluvium, (iii) exposure in the de-
bris-flow chute, and (iv) exposure in a debris-flow levee. Conventional
radiocarbon dating suffers in this context from the poor preservation
of organic matter in debris-flow matrixes older than a few hundred
years. Thus, all debris-flow levees were sampled for VML dating from
each of the catchments and run outs that experienced 2014 debris
flows. Because varnish forms on top of debris flow boulders, VML can
only provide a minimum age.

Climatic events are recorded in micron-scale laminations of rock
varnish. Developed by Tanzhuo Liu, VML dating employs a variety of
established ages for geomorphic surfaces to produce a region calibration
(Liu and Broecker, 2007, 2008, 2013). Additional late Holocene radio-
carbon ages on Paloverde wood crushed by rock fall boulders in central
Arizona added to this calibration (Dorn, 2014). The method has been
subjected to blind testing (Marston, 2003) and has been replicated in
different settings (Diaz et al., 2002; Lee and Bland, 2003; Dietzel et al.,
2008; Zerboni, 2008; Baied and Somonte, 2013). Sampling procedures
and followed guidelines are outlined elsewhere (Liu and Broecker,
2007, 2008, 2013). Additional details on VML dating and sampling is-
sues related to South Mountain are presented in the supplemental file
Appendix B.

4.3. Strontium isotopes to assess nature of fine matrix

Strontium isotopes have the potential to discriminate source mate-
rials (Capo et al., 1998; Capo and Chadwick, 1999) — in this project
the origin of the matrix of the debris flows at South Mountain. Debris-
flow research in wet environments appropriately assumes that the ma-
trix derives frommineral decay of the host bedrock, producing soil that
is thenmobilized. An alternative possibility in the SonoranDesert is that
the dust that deposits on slopes in central Arizona (Péwé et al., 1981)
could also supply the matrix fines. Figs. 8–10 in Moore et al. (2012)
present ten VML ages for debris flow surfaces on the Ma Ha Tuak 1, 2,
and 3 fans. After digging 0.5 m into the matrix of debris-flow deposits
on these 10 surfaces, fines were collected and were separated into (i)
the acetic acid-soluble fraction that represents carbonate and labile Ca,
and (ii) the silicate fraction. In addition to the collection of fines, ten
gneiss clasts were pulverized and then amalgamated into a composite
sample for comparison. Samples were analyzed with a Nuclide 1290
mass spectrometer and results were normalized to the 87Sr/86Sr ratio
of 0.1194 and compared to the Eimer and Amend NBS987 standard
(0.7080; Deines et al., 2003).

5. Results

5.1. Field observations of debris flows

Table 1 and Fig. 4 present the location, run out length, slope at the
point of failure, and the storm that generated each of the 35 debris
flows that occurred during the summer of 2014 at South Mountain. In
an example of a single debris flow, Fig. 5 presents different views of
the Ranger 2 debris-flow chute and deposit. Debris flows initiated at a
variety of slope anglesweremeasured at the site of failurewith an incli-
nometer and located with a dGPS system (Table 1). A supplemental
KMZ file (Appendix A) allows readers to explore each failure. It may
be that a detailed analysis of radar data — which is beyond the scope
of this study—might reveal differences in rainfall intensity and duration
between slopes that failed and those that did not.



Table 1
Debris-flow failures in 2014 at South Mountain, Phoenix; flow names relate to local place
names and correspond with the supplemental KMZ file (Appendix A).

Flow name Storm Initiation Site Run out
length
(m)

Slope
at
failure

2014_Ranger1 12 August 33.328320° −112.089290° 223 46°
2014_Ranger2 12 August 33.327824° −112.090882° 635 55°
2014_Ranger3 12 August 33.327898° −112.091631° 629 44°
2014_Ranger4 12 August 33.328119° −112.094065° 430 43°
2014_MaxDelta1 12 August 33.326638° −112.094318° 524 53°
2014_MaxDelta2 12 August 33.325843° −112.095265° 514 51°
2014_MaxDelta3 12 August 33.325666° −112.097655° 190 44°
2014_MaxDelta4 12 August 33.326113° −112.097510° 418 48°
2014_MaxDelta5 12 August 33.325693° −112.098133° 494 57°
2014_National1 12 August 33.326716° −112.092556° 243 48°
2014_Laveen1 12 August 33.324086° −112.159672° 549 42°
2014_Laveen2 12 August 33.344476° −112.161050° 295 20°
2014_Laveen3 12 August 33.323188° −112.156549° 568 39°
2014_Laveen4 12 August 33.323237° −112.157336° 581 41°
2014_Laveen5 12 August 33.329308° −112.149653° 330 50°
2014_SanJuan1 12 August 33.323737° −112.153689° 127 42°
2014_SanJuan2 12 August 33.325217° −112.142403° 499 47°
2014_SanJuan3 12 August 33.324191° −112.142410° 485 41°
2014_SanJuan4 12 August 33.323644° −112.141050° 599 44°
2014_Elliot1 12 August 33.341729° −112.110432° 357 59°
2014_Elliot2 12 August 33.341608° −112.107588° 441 45°
2014_Elliot3 12 August 33.341749° −112.110080° 371 46°
2014_Elliot4 8 September 33.344628° −112.111249° 582 14°
2014_Elliot5 12 August 33.334749° −112.120063° 261 47°
2014_Elliot6 8 September 33.341974° −112.115253° 352 11°
2014_Elliot7 12 August 33.343328° −112.106178° 877 40°
2014_19th1 8 September 33.342316° −112.103838° 485 39°
2014_19th2 8 September 33.342037° −112.104854° 532 44°
2014_MaHaTuak1 12 August 33.342300° −112.098930° 224 49°
2014_MaHaTuak2 12 August 33.341278° −112.102417° 479 32°
2014_MaHaTuak3 12 August 33.341124° −112.102287° 440 44°
2014_MaHaTuak4 12 August 33.342236° −112.101724° 118 41°
2014_MaHaTuak5 12 August 33.340778° −112.106541° 479 50°
2014_MaHaTuak6 12 August 33.331030° −112.126654° 339 52°
2015_MaHaTuak7 12 August 33.325451° −112.137625° 486 42°

Fig. 4.West-looking viewof thewestern ranges of SouthMountain showing debris flows of 201
and 8 September (green) 2014 summermonsoon events, shown in this west-looking Google Ea
flooding. A supplemental KMZ file (Appendix A) allows exploration of each of the debris-flow
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Field observations distinguished debris-flow deposits from shallow
landslides. From a distance, debris-flow chutes can look superficially
similar to a linear shallow landslide failure. Upon closer inspection, shal-
low landslides lack debris-flow deposits. Over 60 shallow landslides oc-
curred in response to the 12 August 2014 and 8 September 2014 storms.
A report on these failures is beyond the scope of this research.

The 8 September event resulted in substantial flooding in adjacent
neighborhoods of South Phoenix and Laveen (Flood Control District of
Maricopa County, 2014b). The debris-flow chutes that were cleaned
out by the 12 August event acted as a more efficient conduit for water
transfer, and the second 8 September event was able to remobilize
some of 12 August debris flow deposits.

The debris-flow chutes cleaned out by the 12 August event also en-
abled a firehose effect in some locations of concentratingwater at a par-
ticular spot (Coe et al., 2008) to generate two 8 September debris flows.
Elliot debris flows 1–3 (Fig. 6A) occurred on 12 August. These flows
failed on slopes ranging from 45° to 59° with run outs ranging between
357 and 441 m. Much older debris flow deposits at the head of an allu-
vial fan were saturated by 12 August precipitation and stream flow (Fig.
6B). Then, on 8 September, the cleaned-out chutes of Elliot flows 1–3, as
well as cleaned-out tributary washes, funneled water rapidly toward
saturated ancient debris-flow deposits. This fire hose effect resulted in
an 8 September debris flow (Fig. 6C) that had a run out of 582 m and
came within 40 m of a house structure. The Elliot6 debris flow was
also generated by a firehose effect on 8 September, when floodwaters
destabilized older fanglomerate and generated a 352-m flow that
ended about 20 m from a house structure.

5.2. Age estimation by varnish microlaminations

Table 2 summarizes the VML ages for older debris-flow levees adja-
cent to the 2014 flows. Fig. 7 portrays typical VML patterns observed on
the debris-flow levees. Each VML date is a minimum age for the under-
lying debris flow. A supplemental file (Appendix B) presents VML thin
section results of debris-flow ages summarized in Table 2.

An important limitation exists in the deployment of VML as a dating
technique in the SonoranDesert. As detailed in previous research (Dorn,
2010, 2014), microcolonial fungi growing on varnish surfaces secrete
4. Lines indicate the debris-flow chutes and run outs thatmobilized in the 12August (blue)
rth view. The Laveen Village and South Phoenix neighborhoods were impacted heavily by
paths.



Fig. 5. Ranger 2 debris-flow chute looking up at the location of initial failure (A) and looking down at the cleaned out chute (B). The debris-flow deposit (C, D) displayed thicknesses
between 1 and 3.5 m.

Fig. 6.Debris flows near Elliot Drive, Phoenix, failed in two different storms. (A) Blue lines denote Elliotflows 1-3 (Table 1) that failed 12 August, while the green line indicates Elliot flow4 that
failed 8 September. (B) Photograph taken August 12 of saturated bank composed of late Pleistocene debris-flow deposits. This bank experienced a firehose effect on 8 September. (C) The 8
September debris-flow deposit generated by the firehose effect of runoff aimed at steep banks of older debris-flow deposits. Locations of the photographs (B) and (C) are indicated in (A).
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Table 2
VML ages of debris-flow levees adjacent to the 2014 debris-flow failures; flow names are combined into a single row where they are close together.a

VML pattern bWH1 WH1 WH2–3 WH3 WH4 WH9 WH11 WP1 LU3 WP2 WP3

Calendar age (ka) b0.35 0.3–0.65 1.1–1.4 1.4 2.8 8.1 10.3 16.5 16.5–24 24 30

Individual flows

2014_Ranger1 X X
2014_Ranger2 X X
2014_Ranger3 X X X
2014_Ranger4 X X X
2014_MaxDelta1-5 X X X X X X X
2014_National1 X X
2014_Laveen1 X X X X
2014_Laveen2-3 X X X X
2014_Laveen4 X X
2014_Laveen5 X X X
2014_SanJuan1 X X X
2014_SanJuan2 X X
2014_SanJuan3 X X X X
2014_SanJuan4 X X X X
2014_Elliot1-4 X X X
2014_Elliot5 X X X X X
2014_Elliot6 X X X X
2014_Elliot7 X X X
2014_19th1-2 X X X X X X X
2014_MaHaTuak1 X X
2014_MaHaTuak2-4 X
2014_MaHaTuak5 X X
2014_MaHaTuak6 X X X
2014_MaHaTuak7 X X

a The W, WP, and LU3 abbreviations refer to Wet Holocene black layers, Wet Pleistocene black layers, and Layering Unit 3 nomenclature employed by Liu and Broecker (2007, 2008,
2013). Reported age ranges are based onmultiple calibrations by Liu and Broecker (2007, 2008, 2013). A supplemental file (Appendix B) presents VML analyses from all of the debris-flow
deposits indicated in this table.
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acids that dissolve the varnish microstratigraphy in places. While care-
ful sample selection in the field can avoid obvious growths, detection is
difficultwhen varnish covers over these organisms. The problemof VML
pattern loss from these organisms means that only 20% of the sampled
flows are presented in Table 2 (and the supplemental file Appendix
B). This is because microcolonial fungi disrupted the VML pattern in
about 80% of the samples.

With these limitations, a few findings are evident from the results
summarized in Table 2. First, sampling within a single small drainage
provides only limited insight into the minimum frequency of debris
flows within a desert mountain range. Some drainage areas have a ge-
ometry that allows debris flows to spread out and facilitate preservation
of older flows, while other drainages funnel flows through the same
narrow corridor that results in the erasure of older levees by more re-
cent events. Second, considering only the basins that experienced debris
flows in 2014, 74% of these basins contain evidence of prior debris flows
in the last 650 years. Third, debris flows ~2.8, ~8.1, and ~16.5 ka depos-
ited extensive levees, at least enough to survive erasure by subsequent
debris flows.

5.3. Strontium isotopes to assess nature of fine matrix

Samples collected from debris flow matrixes within different aged
surfaces of three alluvial fans previously mapped from the Ma Ha Tuak
range (Moore et al., 2012) have 87Sr/86Sr ratios of ~0.71 (Table 3). In
contrast, the gneissic clasts in these debris flows have substantially dif-
ferent 87Sr/86Sr ratios of ~0.73.

6. Discussion

6.1. South Mountain case study supports hazard approach in warm desert
setting

A debris-flow hazard analysis starts with recognition for the poten-
tial for a debris flow, followed by a probability analysis (Jakob, 2005).
Based on varnish microlamination dating, minimum ages for debris-
flow deposits (Dorn, 2010) revealed that debris flows could be a hazard
for homes located next to the small mountain ranges of Phoenix, AZ
(Dorn, 2012). The debris flows that occurred at South Mountain in the
summer of 2014 (Table 1) were, therefore, predictable and predicted.

A global database (Guzzetti et al., 2008) sorts debris flow events
using the Köppen climate classification. In this classification system,
South Mountain falls in the Bwh Köppen designation for an arid hot cli-
mate. Using this global database (Guzzetti et al., 2008), plotting of peak
intensity and duration of precipitation reveals the 12 August and 8 Sep-
tember 2014, events to be on the upper end for desert climates (Fig. 8).
Thus, from a global perspective, debris-flow generation would also be
expected in Phoenix, AZ, at even lower precipitation intensities.

An implication of the predicted occurrence (Table 1) and the poten-
tial for future debris-flow occurrence at lower rainfall intensities (Fig. 8)
is that the next steps of a debris-flow hazard analysis are nowwarrant-
ed for the Phoenix, AZ, area adjacent to steepmountain slopes. The next
steps involve estimating debris-flow magnitude and intensity,
documenting frequency-magnitude relationships, and mapping the
full extent of hazards (Jakob, 2005).

6.2. A new perspective on re-arming debris-flow chutes in deserts

A dominant paradigm in the southwestern USA demands a wetter
climate to re-arm debris-flow chutes with fines and larger clasts. This
model derives from early twentieth century observations (Huntington,
1907) followed by others (Bull and Schick, 1979; Mayer et al., 1984;
Wells et al., 1984; Bull, 1991; Harvey andWells, 1994) whomaintained
the perspective that soil and colluvium production occurred predomi-
nantly during wetter glacial periods. Then, during the drier Holocene,
soils were eroded over time from slopes and transported to alluvial fans.

The evidence obtained from VML studies of debris-flow levees at
South Mountain suggests that a mechanism exists to re-arm slopes —
including debris-flow chutes — during the Holocene with fine and
coarse materials. Prior data (Dorn, 2010) and the new VML results pre-
sented here (Table 2) provide empirical evidence that re-arming must
have occurred throughout the Holocene. Two processes could explain



Fig. 7. Typical VML patterns for varnishes on debris-flow levees— in this figure collected from the Elliot basins (see Table 2). The VML nomenclature indicates blackWet Holocene (WH)
layers andWet Pleistocene (WP) laminations. The Holocene calibration graphic is from Liu and Broecker (2007). A supplemental file (Appendix B) presents VML analyses from the debris-
flow deposits indicated in Table 2.
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the ample supply of fine and coarse material in debris-flow chutes
throughout the Holocene: dust deposition and dirt cracking.

Dust deposition occurs regularly in association with Arizona sum-
mer monsoon season (Péwé et al., 1981; Marcus and Brazel, 1992).
The 87Sr/86Sr ratios indicated previously that the fine material being
moved in overland flow as suspended load at SouthMountain is derived
from this dust (Dorn, 2015). The 87Sr/86Sr ratio of ~0.71 for fines in de-
bris-flow matrixes (Table 3) is also consistent with prior research on
87Sr/86Sr ratios in desert dust (Capo et al., 1998; Stewart et al., 1998;
Capo and Chadwick, 1999; Naiman et al., 2000) and also the carbonate
derived from desert dust (Harrison and Dorn, 2014).

The 87Sr/86Sr ratios for debris-flowmatrixes differ substantially from
prior 87Sr/86Sr analyses of South Mountain material derived from the
source rocks (Dorn, 2015) and differ substantially from the gneissic
clasts collected next to the fines in debris-flow matrixes (Table 3).
Thus, the fines needed to mobilize debris flows appear to derive from
desert dust deposition and not in situ mineral decay. Therefore, the
rate of dust deposition, not the rate of rock decay, is the limiting factor
on re-arming debris-flow chutes with fines. Unfortunately, rates of nat-
ural dust deposition in the Sonoran Desert are not available, and con-
temporary dust deposition rates are greatly impacted by human
activity.

A second process that re-arms debris-flow chutes is the production
of gravel, cobbles, and boulders. The process of dirt cracking (Dorn,
2011) provides the physical mechanism to resupply boulders and cob-
ble clasts to debris-flow chutes. Dirt cracking starts with the growth of
laminar calcrete in narrow fractures, opening up enough space for
dust penetration — creating a positive feedback where each increment
of fracture deepening and widening permits more laminar calcrete
and dust penetration. This process continues until detachment occurs.
Dirt cracking does not require awetter climate to operate, and some ev-
idence suggests that dirt cracking is more efficient in drier conditions in
central Arizona (Dorn, 2014). Thus, present-day conditions in the Sono-
ran Desert— and perhaps other desert regionswith an abundant supply
of dust— permit the resupply of fines and clasts (Fig. 9). There is no rea-
son, therefore, to invoke the need for climate change on desert slopes or
to conclude that debris flows are mining fossil materials produced
under a different climate.

6.3. The next steps in a hazard analysis

Some progress has beenmade on the first two steps in a debris-flow
hazard analysis. Debris flowdeposits occurwidely on slopes and debris-
flow fans that exit from debris-flow chutes in small ranges abutting
homes in Phoenix, AZ (Dorn, 2010, 2012; Moore et al., 2012). Using ex-
posed debris-flow levees, a probability analysis for the northern Ma Ha
Tuak Range revealed a minimum occurrence of 5 debris flows per cen-
tury in the last 8100 years (Dorn, 2010). The 118–877 m range of run
out lengths of 2014 debris flows at South Mountain (Table 1) yield
some insight into the magnitude associated with two different types
of summer precipitation events: thunderstorm and hurricanemoisture.
Furthermore, a debris flow that occurred in January 2010 on the north-
ern fringes of Phoenix (Dorn, 2010) indicates that winter precipitation
from frontal storm can also generate debris flows in the area.

In Arizona, USA, flood control districts exist as a political subdivision
overseen by a County Board of Supervisors and receiving counsel from
an advisory board comprised of county citizens. The Flood Control Dis-
trict of Maricopa County is the agency responsible for the unincorporat-
ed areas around Phoenix, AZ, while the City retains the flood control
authority within city limits. Flood control planning and hazard



Table 3
87Sr/86Sr analyses from debris flows collected at South Mountain.a

Fan VML Calendar Age 87Sr/86Sr ratio Fines HCl leachate 87Sr/86Sr ratio Fines silicate fraction 87Sr/86Sr ratio Gneiss clasts HCl leachate

Ma Ha Tuak 1 0.3–0.65 ka 0.7080 0.7116 0.7322
1.4–0.9 ka 0.7078 0.7119 0.7254
24–16.5 ka 0.7079 0.7108 0.7277

Ma Ha Tuak 2 0.3–0.65 ka 0.7076 0.7112 0.7283
16.5 ka 0.7080 0.7115 0.7308
24–16.5 ka 0.7088 0.7114 0.7310

Ma Ha Tuak 3 0.3–0.65 ka 0.7068 0.7113 0.7260
2.8 ka 0.7070 0.7105 0.7253
16.5 ka 0.7070 0.7121 0.7300
30 ka 0.7083 0.7122 0.7289

a The debris flows are mapped in Figs. 8–10 in Moore et al. (2012) for the Ma Ha Tuak fans 1, 2, and 3; reported age ranges are based on multiple calibrations for varnish
microlaminations by Liu and Broecker (2007, 2008, 2013).
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delineation is funded by a property tax. The Flood Control District of
Maricopa County and the City of Phoenix have the responsibility to
carry out the remaining steps of a debris flowhazard analysis for several
reasons.

First, Title 44 of The Code of Federal Regulations (Emergency Man-
agement and Assistance), Chapter 1 (Federal Emergency Management
Agency, Department of Homeland Security) Chapter 1, Subchapter B,
Part 65.13 specifies:

‘(c) FEMA will credit on NFIP (National Flood Insurance Program)
maps [where]… The potential for debris flow and sediment move-
ment must be assessed using an engineering method acceptable to
FEMA. The assessment should consider the characteristics and avail-
ability of sediment in the drainage basin above the apex and on the
alluvial fan.’

The debrisflows adjacent to current and planned home sites on allu-
vial fans certainly qualify under the assessment thatmust be carried out
to generate the NFIP maps required of the MCFCD. Three mechanisms
can generate debris flows of sufficient length and magnitude to reach
homes: (i) intense precipitation such as occurred on 12 August 2014;
(ii) a firehose effect of concentrated runoff (Fig. 10) such as occurred
on 8 September 2014; and (iii) soaking frontal winter precipitation
(Dorn, 2010).
Fig. 8.Worldwide rainfall intensity and duration conditions resulting in debris flows and
shallow landslides plotted by Köppen climate classification (Guzzetti et al., 2008). Each
site in a given Köppen climate type is plotted where precipitation intensities and
duration are known. B-type climates are considered arid. Peak intensities for the South
Mountain debris flow events are superimposed on the global data base with positions
shown by asterisks next to the 12 August (A) and 8 September (S) 2014 events.
Second, the cleaned-out chutes generated by debris flows signifi-
cantly alter characteristics of overland flow derived from these moun-
tain slopes. The 8 September 2014 rain event created a firehose effect
(Coe et al., 2008) that then contributed debris-flow generation from
older alluvial-fan deposits (Fig. 6) and also to the flooding experienced
in the nearby Phoenix neighborhood of Laveen that rests in part on allu-
vial fans (Flood Control District of Maricopa County, 2014b).

Third, it is the author's opinion that there MCFCD has an ethical re-
sponsibility to the existing and future homeowners in central Phoenix
who have debris-flow chutes above their homes. When they purchased
their homes, these chutes were not viewed as a hazard (Harris and
Pearthree, 2002). With the 2014 validation (Table 1) of an analysis of
past debris-flow occurrences in a Phoenix mountain range (Dorn,
2010), Phoenix and Flood Control District of Maricopa County now
need to identify the houses downslope of debris-flow chutes in the cen-
tral portion of Phoenix, AZ. Although homeowners in the older portion
of Phoenix have been paying taxes to theMCFCD, most of these projects
occur on the periphery as the Phoenix area continues to expand. An un-
known number of homeowners in the urban center now have clearly
recognized debris flow hazard. The 2014 debris flows at South Moun-
tain highlight the need for the Flood Control District ofMaricopa County
to complete a formal hazards analysis at the full urban-mountain
interface.

7. Conclusion

Debris flows help build alluvial fans in desert regions (Blair and
McPherson, 2009), generated by intense and short duration precipita-
tion events (Guzzetti et al., 2008). With notable exceptions (Moreiras,
2006; Sepulveda et al., 2006; Webb et al., 2013; Shaw, 2015; Stolle et
al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2016), however, debris flows are not generally
considered a hazard to urban infrastructure in warm desert settings
like Phoenix, AZ.

This general perception that debris flows do not pose a hazard to cit-
ies that abut smallmountains inwarmdeserts is in need of revision. Fol-
lowing basic guidelines in the identification of debris-flow hazards
(Jakob, 2005), VML dating established that at least 5 debris flows per
century occurred on the north side of a small mountain range abutting
neighborhoods in south Phoenix, Arizona (Dorn, 2010). The existence
of a hazardous condition was then confirmed dramatically in the sum-
mer of 2014 when two different rainstorms generated 35 debris flows
in this same study area previously analyzed by VML dating. Two differ-
ent processes generated debris flows in 2014: intense precipitation on
steep slopes and a firehose effect where runoff mobilized older debris-
flow deposits. In 2010 a third process generated a debris flow on the
northern fringe of Phoenix: frontal winter precipitation soaking a desert
slope over a few days (Dorn, 2010).

Arguments that desert debris flows have very slow rates of resupply
owing to slow rates of soil production in dry climates do not apply in
settings like the Sonoran Desert with abundant dust storms. The
87Sr/86Sr analysis of fines in South Mountain debris flows of different



Fig. 9. A conceptual model for debris-flow chute rearming under present-day conditions in the Sonoran Desert, where the vertical axis in the graph indicates the amount of colluvium and
fines accumulated in a debris-flow chute. The conceptual graph also refers to specific VML ages for debris-flow levees sampled adjacent to the San Juan 2014 debris flow indicated by the
line. Pins indicate the sampling location for debris-flow levees of variousHolocene ages (Table 2). Themodel of re-arming desert slopeswithout climatic change is only conceptual because
rates of dust influx, rates of rock fall influx, and threshold of sufficient sediment to generate a debris flow are unknown at present.

Fig 10. Idealized concept of debris-flow generation by two different processes in small arid basins of the Sonoran Desert. Field observations from the 2014 debris flow events at South
Mountain indicate that failures high up on the steeper slopes of small drainages (Initial Failure) occur from high intensity precipitation events. This initial failure and also erosion
associated with flooding in a tributary basin can set up conditions for subsequent debris flows from a firehose effect. The cleaned-out debris-flow chutes and tributary channels can
end up funneling water efficiently to older debris-flow deposits. This process could potentially occur above home sites like this one. Mobilization of these older deposits can allow
debris flows to extend farther down the piedmont than initial failures— as seen for the Elliot4 (Fig. 6) and Elliot6 debris flows on 8 September (Table 2).
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ages reveals that desert dust supplies fines, whereas the gneissic boul-
ders in the flows have a different 87Sr/86Sr signature. Larger clasts are
resupplied to debris-flow chutes by dirt cracking (Dorn, 2011). Rates
of dust deposition, thus, limit debris-flow re-arming in the Sonoran De-
sert and perhaps other deserts with frequent dust storms (Goudie and
Middleton, 2006).

The results presented here attest to the power of VML dating as a
technique (Liu, 2016) to provide minimum ages for the abrasion of
rock surfaces in deserts because these VML results led to the accurate
prediction that debris flows pose a hazard for homes built underneath
desert slopes in the Sonoran Desert of North America.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found in the
online version, at doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geomorph.2016.08.
013 where data consist of varnish microlamination images annotated
to highlight the layering patterns identified in Table 2. The imagery is
preceded by text providing supplemental information on the interpre-
tation of the patterns used to date varnish accretion. These data also
consist of a Google KMZ file showing the 2014 debris flow run outs at
South Mountain, Sonoran Desert, USA.
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